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•«- I truncation filtered the averaged transfer function for node 111 with a
.LI \-|-|-.:-: then from NPOLES = 17 to 22 slightly poorer fits were achieved; finally at NPOLES = 23 the best fit was realized degrading slightly up to NPOLES = 28.
At the lower valens of NPOLES the algorithm appeared to be matching multiple "bumps" in the spectrum with just one mode. Then as NPOLES was increased the single mode would "split" and become two, thus improving the fit.
Unfortunately, I feel this process could continue until the algorithm had matched every "bump" in the spectrum even though most were due to noise rather than any physical property of the structure. The splitting phenomenon A comparison of the magnitude spectrum of the wavefom and a spectrucalculated from the estimated parameters is given in Figures 6\e] and if; .
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Mote that there is little difference 'n the fit from 9 to iS Hz when rjPOLES is changed fro;n 16 to 23. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The data obained from measurements of a reinforced concrete building were processed by the time domain PARET algorithm. Three sets of data were processed for excitations at node 108 and responses at node 111. Due to the poor signal to noise ratio data was not processed for responses at node 120.
The TDP algorithm was used to estimate the modal frequency and damping for modes over a frequency range of 5 to 18.8 Hz in the averaged transfer function. The algorithm produced goods fits to the waveform at several values of NPOLES. Data will have to be obtained at more locations on the structure and with better signal-to-noise ratio in order to determine the value of NPOLES which gives parameter values which are most physically meaningful. For example, data at more locations would allow determining the mode shapes and would serve as another check on the extracted parameter values.
